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Chairman’s Message
by Tom Appleton

The fall meeting of the Board of Directors
is traditionally convened in Wetaskiwin,
Alberta, the home of Canada’s Aviation
Hall of Fame. Three new directors will be
joining the CAHF board for the first time
since they were elected at the AGM earlier
this year in Toronto. They include Gordon
Berturelli, of Flight Safety International
of Calgary, Craig Richmond, the CEO of
Vancouver International Airport (YVR),
and Rod Sheridan of Toronto, who is Vice
Chairman of Nordic Aviation Capital. This
meeting is always an important event as it
is the first opportunity for the new board to
meet formally as a group.
One of the highlights for the new directors
will be the western hospitality provided by
the Chairman of the Operations Committee,
Blain Fowler, a great supporter and a very
hard worker on behalf of The Hall. Blain’s
colleagues on the Ops Committee and the
CAHF staff are the real sparkplugs behind
our success.

At this meeting, the board will deliberate the
recommendations of the Nomination Review
Committee for selection of the 2016 Inductees
for Membership in The Hall. The NRC, with
its usual diligence, will have already done a
very thorough and rigorous analysis of the
nomination files. This year these files consist
of eight new nominations received before the
June 1st, 2015 closing date, plus nominations
from previous years which are eligible for up
to ten years after the original date of filing.

Tom Appleton

Another item for consideration will be the
formation of a board committee to evaluate
options for developing an endowment
policy, to better channel funds supporting
the accomplishment of The Hall’s mission
of encouraging Canada’s youth to consider
aviation and aerospace as a career option.
Whatever your board decides, this will be
an open and transparent policy allowing
It is not unusual for previously ‘archived’ prospective donors and Friends of The Hall a
nominations to be eventually selected in clear accounting of the proceeds.
later years. In fact, the esteemed Arthur Roy
Brown was inducted as a Member of The Hall 2016 is shaping up as a brilliant year for the
in 2015, 100 years after joining the Royal Hall of Fame, and the board looks forward to
Naval Air Service and 97 years after his epic selecting an appropriate venue for next year’s
dogfight with the Fokker Triplane of the ‘Red Induction Dinner from our various choices
Baron’, Manfred von Richthofen in 1918. As across Canada.
always, the NRC’s recommendations will be
Tom Appleton
as fair and objective as humanly possible.
Chairman

Curator’s Update
Erin Hoar

Erin Hoar, Curator

and a silk kimono that was acquired by “Wop”
May in 1949 when he travelled to Asia with
Grant McConachie and “Punch” Dickins.
I always get excited when I am contacted
about the possibility of new donations, since
this is how we increase the historical value of
I’ve received a number of requests for our collection.
photographs and research information since
I started with CAHF in the spring. Some I had the opportunity to attend two events
examples include requests fulfilled for Legion hosted by the Alberta Museums Association.
Magazine, National Geographic Kids and for The first was a session that reviewed their
a number of oral history interview projects grants process and the second was the annual
that are currently being produced about conference. Both events were informative
members of The Hall. Responding to public and really highlighted the value of the
requests for information is an important part organization for museums and their staff.
of a curator’s role, because it gives CAHF the
opportunity to display its fantastic collection There will be plenty more to update you on
next time!
to new audiences.
increases accessibility and puts the archive
more in line with museum standards. The
end result will be a professional archive that
researchers, students and aviation enthusiasts
can use and enjoy.

Mary Oswald photo

The past few months have been very busy
and my primary goal has been to clean up
the CAHF archive, which needed a major
reorganization. The physical collection,
which consists of thousands of photographs,
documents and artifacts, is in the process
of being catalogued into PastPerfect (our We received some incredible donations over Feel free to contact me at cahf3@telus.net
museum database), and then properly stored the summer, such as James Foy’s log book if you wish to discuss artifact donations or
for preservation. Cataloguing the collection and forged passport, Vera Dowling’s jacket, aviation history.
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Ninety-Nines 2015 Stamp Honours
Deanna (Dee) Brasseur
Marilyn Dickson

The East Canada Section of the NinetyNines continues to honour noteworthy
Canadian women pilots through Canada
Post’s Picture Postage program. The NinetyNines launched their project in 2008, and
have honoured seven women, including three
members of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame:
Vi Milstead Warren, Lorna deBlicquy and
Rosella Bjornson. The stamps can be used as
regular letter postage within Canada.
Our eighth stamp celebrates Deanna (Dee)
Brasseur and her career as one of the first
women to be trained as a Canadian Forces
pilot. Designed by First Canadian Chapter
member Suzanne Wiltshire, the stamp
features Dee with her dream plane, an F-18
Hornet over her shoulder. First Day Covers
were cancelled in Centralia on June 9, the
anniversary of Dee’s graduation.
She recalled that in 1965, at age twelve she
bicycled to the nearby Royal Canadian Air
Force Station Centralia airport and peered
through the fence to watch a Chipmunk
aircraft taking off with air force training
pilots learning to fly. As she watched for
hours on end, she dreamed “the impossible
dream”, and wished that she could fly. For
her that was not possible - because she was
a girl!
Thirty-two years later, in June 1998, she
was again watching planes taking off from
the Centralia Airport to participate in the
Grand Bend International Air Show. From
her vantage point in the control tower
she watched as a CF-18 Hornet suddenly
appeared on approach for landing. She felt
a lump in her throat remembering how she
had achieved her dream! She had flown that
plane at Mach 1.8, almost twice the speed of
sound - 31.9 km/min!
The following morning, the stamps were
introduced during her presentation to fifteen
hundred students at the Exeter High School.
The day held a special significance as she
described her career with the Canadian
Armed Forces and encouraged those young
minds to follow their own dreams!

Dee joined the military in 1972 and applied
for a commission and was posted to North
Bay as an Air Weapons Controller. When the
military started a trial program for women
pilots in 1979, Dee was one of four women
selected for the program. This was not as
positive a situation as Dee had imagined!
She loved the flying, but was frustrated
by some of the attitudes she encountered.
Though there were “a few Good Men” who
were supportive and encouraging, there were
many others within the macho environment
who abused the power of their rank and
position. The women were often unnerved
by unwanted advances and sexual innuendos.
Coursemates envied the media attention and
tried to minimize the women’s successes
by suggesting that the women were given
privileged assignments simply because they
were women. Though the military tried to
deflect publicity, these four women were very
much in the public eye.

Major “Dee” Brasseur
1 of World’s 1st Female
CF-18 Hornet Pilots

the One in a Million project in 2010 to raise
money for research, education and treatment
for PTSD.
The Canadian Ninety-Nines, an international
organization of women pilots, are thrilled to
celebrate Dee’s remarkable career with their
2015 stamp. Please note that Dee Brasseur
stamps are not available at postal outlets,
but can be ordered using paypal on the
canadian99s.com website.

Following wings graduation in 1981, Dee
became the first and only female instructor.
However not until her remarkable emergency
forced landing following an engine failure at
night, did she feel truly accepted by her male
colleagues. In 1988 at age 35 she was one of The Canadian Ninety-Nines received the Belt
two women accepted for fighter pilot training. of Orion Award for Excellence in 1995.
Again in the public eye, and constantly
compared with young men, Dee excelled.
After completing the training, she was posted
to 416 Squadron Cold Lake, AB where she
flew her “dream” - the CF-18 Hornet!
In 1994, after 21 years, Dee retired from
the Canadian Armed Forces. Only after
retirement did she feel safe to reveal the
sexual harassment she had experienced.
She was featured in Maclean’s magazine and
the Globe and Mail and after the April 2015
release of the Deschamps report on sexual
misconduct in the Canadian Forces, she feels
optimistic that change will soon follow.
Dee has a special commitment to support
“Canadians Who Serve” and suffer from
PTSD. Having experienced Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder and recovered, she started
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Celebrating the 75th Anniversary
of the Battle of Britain
Chris Cooper-Slipper, Director

In July, I travelled to the UK to participate
in activities held as part of a summer-long
celebration to honour the 75th anniversary of the
Battle of Britain. All aspects of this battle are
familiar to me, as I have been a passionate, lifelong collector of historical artifacts, literature
and paintings depicting this epic air battle fought
over the skies of southeast Britain between July
10 and October 30, 1940.
My interest is, of course, well founded: my
father, Michael Cooper-Slipper, was one of
Winston Churchill’s famous “Few” and one of
the youngest RAF fighter pilots to have been
awarded a Battle of Britain Distinguished Flying
Cross (DFC), at just 19 years of age.
Each year, on the Sunday closest to the official
start of the Battle, the Battle of Britain Memorial
Trust holds an event to commemorate this
anniversary at the site of its National Memorial
at Capel-le-Ferne. This beautiful memorial, built
on the south east coast of England overlooks
the famous White Cliffs of Dover and inspires
visitors to quietly reflect on the young RAF
airmen who fought so courageously overhead so
very long ago against such overwhelming and
formidable odds.

The National Memorial at Capel-le-Ferme
Memorial
Wall

Photos by Chris Cooper-Slipper

My long-time friend, Richard Hunting, CBE,
Chairman of the Battle of Britain Memorial
Trust, invited me to attend this year’s anniversary
celebration as well as a special veteran’s dinner
attended by some seven surviving members of
“The Few”and a number of dignitaries.

as it’s known, is one of Britain’s most spectacular
airshows with over 200 military aircraft on
display. This year’s event honoured the Battle of
Britain, and many iconic Spitfires, Hurricanes,
plus a Blenheim and a Luftwaffe ME109 flew in
the airshow.

Following the events at Capel-le-Ferne, I drove to
the British West Midlands to visit RAF Cosford,
near Wolverhampton. RAF Cosford is the site
of the 605 County of Warwick Squadron, the
squadron that my father flew with in the Battle of
Britain. In an interesting sidebar to Mike CooperSlipper having served with 605 in the Battle of
Britain, he was also stationed at Cosford at the
end of the war as Chief Test Pilot of the AMDU
(Aircraft Maintenance Development Unit) there.

One of the Hurricanes that took part is one that
is special to the hearts of many Britons. It is
the only surviving operational Battle of Britain
Hurricane and has five victories to its pedigree.
I am familiar with this Hurricane and know its
owners, Peter and Polly Vacher well.

What led the Vachers to seek out my family and
my father was the fact that this very Hurricane,
U-PW, was part of RAF 605 Squadron at Croydon
during the Battle of Britain in September 1940.
My purpose in visiting RAF 605 at Cosford While my father never flew it, he most certainly,
was to present them with a painting I’d had as the log books verify, flew alongside it in his
commissioned some years earlier by the great own Hurricane, U-PV on numerous sorties.
Canadian aviation artist, the late Charles Kadin.
The painting depicts an event which took place
on September 15th, 1940 when my father, flying
Hurricane UP-V from the Squadron’s base at
Croydon, attacked and rammed a Dornier 17
over Maidstone after his Hurricane’s controls had
been shot away and his ammunition exhausted.
Neither his Hurricane nor the Luftwaffe Dornier
survived the altercation. This incident is regarded
as one of the most courageous in the Squadron’s
Chris Cooper-Slipper beside the restored
history and the painting was received with Hurricane U-PW which flew with RAF 605 at
much appreciation. It will hang in the new Croydon during the Battle of Britain.
administration building where it will serve
as a reminder to all visitors of the squadron’s The Battle of Britain was one of the most
participation in the Battle of Britain.
important air battles since the dawning of the age
of flight. It was the first military confrontation
won by air power and Germany’s first defeat in
the war. It still resonates in the hearts of most
Britons as a reminder of the courage and tenacity
of the young RAF pilots, who in the face of
overwhelming odds, staved off the planned Nazi
invasion and saved Britain during that summer
of 1940.

After a tour of the RAF Cosford Museum, Chris
Cooper-Slipper presented this painting to the
Squadron. Ironically, they are standing in front of
the remains of the only known Luftwaffe Dornier
17, one that was salvaged in the Goodwin Sands
One of the most moving features of this off the coast of Kent in 2013.
memorial site is the Memorial Wall which lists
the names of all the aircrew who took part in I finished my tour with a visit to the Royal
the Battle of Britain. Two of CAHF’s members International Air Tatoo (RIAT) at RAF Fairford.
have their names inscribed on this wall: Michael I was fortunate to have been invited to be part of
Cooper-Slipper and Jan Zurakowski both flew the ground fueling team by my friend, Ian Piper,
in the Battle, flying Hurricanes and Spitfires an accomplished aviation historian, author and
respectively.
former archivist of RAF Squadron 605. RIAT,
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The remaining “Few” are well into their 90s
now and their ranks are sadly dwindling. As
Sir Winston Churchill said in his now famous
speech to Parliament in August 1940, “Never in
the field of human conflict was so much owed by
so many to so few.” Canada’s Aviation Hall of
Fame is particularly proud that two of its own,
Jan Zurakowski and Mike Cooper-Slipper were
members of “The Few” and heroes of this epic
campaign. Following the war, these two young
and talented pilots immigrated to Canada, Mike
in 1947 and Jan in 1952, and both went on to
achieve greatness as test pilots for Avro Canada
and Orenda engines.

Memories of the 2015 Induction Gala
Photos by Rick Raddell,
Mary Oswald

The 2015 Induction Ceremonies and dinner gala was held at the Skyservice Hangar at Toronto Pearson Airport on June
4th. On display in this spacious hangar were several pristine-looking airccraft: a CL-41 Tutor used by the ‘Snowbirds’,
George Neal’s Chipmunk, a turbo Beaver on floats, and a Lockheed 12.

Rick Radell photo

Members of The Hall gather for their portrait for 2015:
Seated: George Neal, Walter Chmela, Victor Bennett, Byron Cavadias, Russ Bannock, Dick Richmond. Standing: Dave Williams, Jim
McBride, Carol Nicholson accepting on behalf of Roy Brown, George Miller, Larry Milberry, Kim Philp accepting on behalf of O.B. Philp,
Chris Hadfield.

Mary Oswald photo

Connie Bennett and daughter Joanna

Mary Oswald photo

Russ Bannock and son Michael
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Mary Oswald photo

Dave Williams and his wife, Kathy Fraser

The Ceremonies...

Photos by Rick Radell

Guest speaker, LCol (ret’d)
Maryse Carmichael. She is a
past leader of the Snowbirds
Air Demonstration Team
Rick Radell photo

Roger and Eleanor Hadfield,
with son David and Gerald
Haddon in centre

Maryse Carmichael, Carol Nicholson
accepting on behalf of Arthur Roy Brown,
Tom Appleton

Rick Radell photo

Maryse Carmichael, Jim McBride,
Tom Appleton

Hall of Fame member
Larry Milberry with
Maryse Carmichael

Rick Radell photo

George Neal
stands proudly
beside his
Chipmunk on
display.
Beside him,
left, is Jim
Morrison,
then Heather
Appleton and
Blain Fowler
Rick Radell photo

Maryse Carmichael, George Miller,
Tom Appleton

Maryse Carmichael, Kim Philp accepting on
behalf of her father, O.B. Philp, and
Tom Appleton

Douglas and Lynda
Siewert, who shared
Captain James Foy’s
artifacts with The Hall

Rick Radell photo

More photos will be included in the January 2016 issue of The Flyer.
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For AeroVelo: Ben Hein, Advanced Design
Engineer with Sikorsky Innovations in the
US, who participated in the acceptance
ceremonies, Cameron Robertson holding the
Belt of Orion disc, Todd Reichert, and Tom
Appleton

AeroVelo Has Done it Again!
AeroVelo Inc. of Toronto has established
another world record! On September 19 at
the annual World Human-Powered Speed
Challenge in Battle Mountain, Nevada, Todd
Reichert pedaled the completely enclosed
bicycle to a new record speed of 139.45
kilometers per hour. Todd is now called the
world’s fastest man!
Their speedbike, ‘Eta’, is named for the
Greek symbol used in engineering to denote
efficiency. In last year’s competition, the
AeroVelo team reached a speed of 125 km/hr.
“We will be back in Nevada next year and the
bike should be capable of 145 km/hour,” says
Cameron Robertson, “and we will be using
it for an hour-long distance record as well.”
Todd and company co-founder, Cameron
Robertson, previously headed up the team
AeroVelo Inc. of Toronto of engineering students and volunteers who
developed and flew the human-powered
The white object in the photo is Eta, the improved speed bike AeroVelo Inc. developed to
ornithopter (an aircraft that flies by flapping
compete in the World Human-Powered Speed Challenge in Nevada. Yes, there is a bicycle
inside there! It is a recumbent bicycle enclosed in a windowless capsule. The rider sees via its wings) and their human-powered
helicopter that set world records. For their
an outside camera which projects onto an inside video screen.
accomplishments, this team was recognized
In the photo, Todd Reichert is centre, wearing a hat, and Cameron Robertson is next to him, by Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame and
awarded the 2015 Belt of Orion Award for
second from right.
Excellence.

An Honorary Degree for
Gen. Bill Carr (Ret’d)
Hall of Fame member
William Keir Carr,
CMM, DFC, CD***,
BA, BSc received
a Doctor of Laws
honoris causa
Honorary Degree
from Memorial
University St. John’s,
Newfoundland on
May 27, 2015.
Portrait by Irma Coucill
The citation
recognizes his distinguished service in the
RCAF and his role in rebuilding the Canadian
Air Force. He received the award in absentia
but his part of the ceremony was covered
remotely through video connections.

The honorary doctorate degree is designed
to recognize extraordinary contribution
to society or the university or exceptional
intellect or artistic achievement. Recipients
are chosen from nominations submitted by
the public to the University Senate.
Bill Carr was inducted as a member of
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 2001.

Meeting of
Two Canadian Aces
On Feb 22, 1943, two famed Canadian aces
met in Toronto to compare notes. On the right
is Flying Officer George “Buzz” Beurling,
and on the left is Captain Roy Brown, who
was instrumental in downing the Red Baron
during the First World War. Beurling was
inducted into CAHF in 1974, Brown in 2015.
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For more about AeroVelo and to see the video
shown at the 2015 induction ceremonies, visit
the Hall of Fame website at www.cahf.ca and
the AeroVelo website at www.aerovelo.com
for information, photos and videos of their
activities.

Meet Our Hard-working
CAHF Summer Students
Erin Hoar, Curator
Erin Hoar, Mercedes
In May 2015, CAHF welcomed two students,
and Erin S. in the hangar
Erin S. and Mercedes C., as Curatorial
Assistants for the summer. They were hired
through Young Canada Works (YCW), a An example of a collection
program that is 75% funded through the that the students assessed
Department of Canadian Heritage.
this summer.
Erin is a 3rd year sociology student at the
University of Alberta, Augustana Campus,
with an interest in research and writing.
Mercedes is entering her 4th year as a
clothing and textile sciences student at the
University of Alberta.
Over the summer, the students learned more
about Canada’s Aviation history and with my
guidance, studied general museum practices,
preventative conservation and archiving
standards.
They proved to be quick learners, fast
workers and excellent additions to the CAHF
team. In addition to their immense help in
the Archives, they worked in the museum
Hangar, which gave them experience in
visitor engagement. Their help was much
appreciated while we continue to organize
the artifact collection.
Some of the projects that the students
worked on this summer included:
• Maintaining the exhibits in the museum
Hangar
• Learning the PastPerfect Museum
software
• Digitizing and cataloguing the artifact
collection
• Preparing conservation assessments for
artifacts

Erin Hoar and Mercedes among the
members’ displays in the hangar

Anna Alina Zurakowski
Editor’s note: I thought most of our readers would wish to see this obituary
of the passing of Anna Zurakowski, widow of Jan Zurakowski, who was
inducted a Member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 1974. Check his
story in They Led the Way, and on CAHF’s website, cahf.ca
Credit: Ottawa Citizen
Anna Alina Zurakowski December 3, 1921-September 6, 2015 Anna
Alina Zurakowski (Zurakowska), 93, of Barry’s Bay, Ontario, passed away
peacefully on the afternoon of September 6, 2015.
The funeral service will be held at 2:30 PM on Wednesday, September 9 at St. Hedwig’s
Church, Barry’s Bay. Visitation will be held from 7-9 PM on Tuesday, September 8 and also on
the day of the funeral from 1:00 to 2:00 PM at the Heubner Funeral Home (previously O’Reilly
Funeral Home) in Barry’s Bay. Burial will follow the funeral at St. Hedwig’s Cemetary.
Anna was born in Lancut, Poland on December 3, 1921. During World War II she worked as a
radio announcer and newspaper reporter.
Anna married Janusz Zurakowski in Paris, France shortly after the war, thereupon living in
England until 1952 when they moved to Canada.
Anna had a diverse range of experiences, including running a gift shop on Roncesvalles Avenue
in Toronto. In 1960, Anna and Janusz opened Kartuzy Lodge in Barry’s Bay which they operated
for close to 50 years. Anna was very active in cultural and heritage circles, and was President
of the Polish Heritage Institute - Kaszuby for several years. She authored several books and
publications and was a contributor to Polish newspapers. Among various awards Anna is a
recipient of the Order of Merit of the Republic of Poland (1966).
Anna is survived by sons George (Julie), Mark (Susan) and grandchildren Krysia and Paul,
Robin (Ian), Tamara and Paige (John) and great-grandchildren Ben and Arie, Jake and Nicholas
and Isla.

Erin S. at work in the archives

Anna is preceded in death by her loving husband, Janusz and her sister, Jadzia Barszczewska.
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New RCAF Commemorative Park
Story and photos by John Chalmers
Caine, DFC; LGen William Carr, CMM,
Hall of Fame
DFC, CD; BGen Keith Greenaway, C.M.,
Member,
CMM, CD; LGen Donald Laubman, DFC, Russell Bannock,
DC; F/L Robert Morgan, GM, CD; BGen
now has a
William Newson, DSO, DFC, CD; and G/C commemorative
Raine ‘Joe’ Schultz, DFC, OMM, CD.
plaque in his
name and a
Five of these men, Bannock, Carr, Greenaway,
street named
Newson and Schultz are members of
after him
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame. In addition
to these commemorative plaques, streets in
The installation is located in the Village at the Air Force area of the Griesbach district
Griesbach development named for William will be named for them.
Griesbach. He was a decorated soldier who
participated in the Boer War and rose to the The purpose of the RCAF Commemorative
rank of Brigadier General in the First World Park is to focus on individuals with an
War.
Edmonton or Alberta connection. “We did
not want the features, particularly the Ad
A main feature of the RCAF Commemorative Astra monument, to be a memorial,” says
Park is the ten-metre high stainless steel Bill Buckham. “The importance of the site is
sculpture named “Ad Astra”, symbolizing a that it is the only public area in Edmonton
starburst aerobatic manoeuvre. At the base that highlights the history and heritage of
of the sculpture, four etched granite panels the air force and its connection to the city.”
depict Canadian Air Force involvement from BGen (ret’d) Buckham, as president of the
the First World War to the present.
RCAF Commemorative Society, helped plan
the events of the week. He served as Base
Bronze plaques honouring eight local Commander of CFB Edmonton in the midRCAF airmen with outstanding careers 1980s.
were unveiled as part of the program for the
dedication. Named on the plaques are W/C
Russell Bannock, DSO, DFC; F/L Johnnie
On September 20 in Edmonton a new
RCAF Commemorative Park was dedicated
to the men and women who have served,
are serving or will be serving in the Royal
Canadian Air Force. Starting with inspection
of an RCAF Guard of Honour from 408
Tactical Helicopter Squadron and Air Cadets
by Lieutenant Governor Lois Mitchell, these
dedication ceremonies concluded RCAF
Week in Edmonton.

The ‘Ad Astra’
monument
(Ad Astra is a
Latin phrase
meaning
“to the
stars”.)

Cadets stand guard over the bronze plaques which detail the honoured airmen
named in the Commemorative Park
Some of the VIPS at dedication ceremonies: Left to right
are Erwin Loewen, President of 700 Wing Air Force
Association; war heroes Robert Morgan, Russell Bannock
and Donald Laubman; LGov Lois Mitchell; chairman of
the RCAF Commemorative Society, Bill Buckham; and
MGen Al Meinzinger, newly appointed Deputy Commander
of the RCAF
The Ad Astra monument casts a shadow over
the walkway beside the bronze plaques
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A Brief Look at Aviation History
Mary Oswald
100 Years Ago
1915 - (Feb. 7) The British War Office asked
Canada to send candidates for the Royal Flying
Corps. This was the beginning of aircraft
partially replacing cavalry, and the struggle
for air supremacy in battle using fighter and
bomber aircraft.
1915 - (Sept. 3) The first twin-engine aircraft
in Canada, the Curtiss Canada prototype, was
tested near Toronto, becoming the first aircraft
of its type to be designed, built and flown in
Canada
1915 - (April) LtCol John McCrae, MD wrote
his famous poem “In Flanders Fields” after his
experiences in trench warfare around Ypres,
Belgium
95 Years Ago
1920 - (Feb. 18) The Canadian Air Force was
formed in Canada, with Borden, ON as the
training site
1920 - (July 31) The first Canadian Commercial
Licence was issued to Roland J. Groome in
Regina, SK
1920 - (Oct. 7) A five aircraft relay set out on
the first trans-Canada flight, using flying boats
and wheeled aircraft. Organized by WC Robert
Leckie, flight took ten days, actual flying time
of 49 hours

convoys in the English Channel marking the
opening of the Battle of Britain
1940 - (Aug. 15) The first Battle of Britain
victory occurred when a German Dornier 215
was shot down
1940 - (Aug. 19) First flight of a NA Mitchell
Bomber took place
1940 - (Aug. 21) British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill famously stated: “Never in
the field of human conflict has so much owed
by so many to so few,” in paying tribute to
flyers in the Battle of Britain
1940 - (Aug. 24) German Luftwaffe first
bombed London
1940 - (Aug. 25) Royal Air Force bombed
Berlin with 81 aircraft
1940 - (Nov. 19) Air Cadet League of Canada
was formed

70 Years Ago
1945 - (Feb. 9) Balloon bombs launched by
Japan were found near Moose Jaw, SK
1945 - (Mar. 11) A Japanese balloon bomb, shot
at in BC, was recovered in Edson, AB
1945 - (May 8) VE-Day, end of World War II
in Europe
1945 - (Aug. 6) US dropped atom bomb on
Hiroshima, Japan
1945 - (Aug. 9) Lt. Robert Hamilton Gray of
the Royal Canadian Navy, flying a Corsair
90 Years Ago
from HMS Formidable, attacked a Japanese
1925 - (Feb. 22) First flight of the de Havilland destroyer in Onagawa Bay in Japan. He was
Gipsy Moth
posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross.
1945 - (Aug. 9) US dropped atom bomb on
85 Years Ago
Nagasaki, Japan
1930 - First complete airport lighting system in 1945 - (Aug. 15) Japan announced its surrender
Canada installed at Calgary Airport (Jan. 21)
to the Allies
1945 - (Dec. 1) Avro Aircraft Canada came into
80 Years Ago
being as part of the Hawker Siddeley Group at
1935 - (Sept. 13) Howard Hughes broke the Malton, ON
world speed record in his home-built Hughes
H-1 Racer airplane, reaching 352 mph/566 kmh 65 Years Ago
over Santa Ana, California
1950 - (Jan. 19) First CF-100 Canuck prototype
1935 - (Nov. 6) First flight of the prototype flight at Malton, ON
Hawker Hurricane fighter aircraft took place in 1950 - (May 15) First flight of the Canadair
England
North Star, piloted by Al Lilly, took place
1950 - (June 20) First Orenda powered CF-100
75 Years Ago
Canuck was test flown at Malton, ON
1940 - (Jan. 23) The RCAF accepted the first of
100 Noorduyn Norseman Mk IV aircraft
60 Years Ago
1940 - (Feb. 19) The RCAF accepted the first 1955 - (Mar. 21) Construction began on the
of 4,413 Ansons
Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line in Canada’s
1940 - (May 10) The first German bombs of North
World War II fell on England, in Kent
1955 - (Apr. 2) Trans-Canada Airlines
1940 - (July 10) German Stuka aircraft attacked introduced the Vickers Viscount airliner into
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regular service, making it the first North
American airline to use turbine powered aircraft
1955 - (Apr. 18) Avro Canada’s C-102 Jetliner
completed the first international jet transport
flight, and was the first jet airliner to fly into
the USA
1955 - (May 26) S/L Fifield was the first and
only human test of the M-B E2 ejection seat in
a CF-100 Canuck piloted by Jan Zurakowski.
The test was successful.
1955 - (Nov. 26) The Royal Canadian Navy
took on its only jet fighter, the McDonnell
Banshee aircraft
55 Years Ago
1960 - (Jan. 13) First flight of the prototype
Canadair CL-41 Tutor trainer aircraft took
place at Cartierville, QC
1960 - (Oct. 28) RCAF accepted its first CC130B Hercules transport aircraft at Uplands,
Ottawa
50 Years Ago
1965 - (Jan. 6) Trans-Canada Airlines changed
its name to Air Canada
45 Years Ago
1970 - (Jan. 15) The first commercial use of the
Boeing 747 took place, New York to London
with Pan America Airlines
40 Years Ago
1975 - (Dec. 27) First commercial use of the
supersonic transport Aeroflot TV-144 Soviet
took place
35 Years Ago
1980 - (Mar. 3) First flight of Canadair CL-289
drone took place in Yuma, Arizona
1980 - (Apr. 16) Contract was signed at CFB
Uplands, Ottawa, ON for the CF-18A Hornet
aircraft
1980 - (May 29) The Canadian Armed Forces
accepted the first CP-140 Aurora maritime
patrol aircraft at CFB Greenwood, NS
20 Years Ago
1995 - (November) Canada’s fourth astronaut,
Chris Hadfield, made his first flight aboard
Atlantis, STS-74, an eight-day flight
15 Years Ago
2000 - (Nov. 30) Canada’s first astronaut Marc
Garneau made his third, and final, space flight
aboard Endeavour on STS-97, a 10-day flight

A World Record for George Neal
Tom Appleton

Photos by Rick Radell

Over lunch one day last spring at the
occasional gathering place of de Havilland
retirees, Katz’s Deli in Downsview, Ontario,
I asked George Neal if he’d consider flying
his lovely DHC-1 Chipmunk to Pearson
Interantional Airport for static display at the
Induction Dinner Gala of Canada’s Aviation
Hall of Fame. He answered immediately
with an enthusiastic “Yes, that would work
- and it would be fun.” Having known and
worked with George since I joined DHC as George Neal at the controls, getting his Chipmunk in
a junior test and demonstration pilot in 1966, shape for his important flight.
I knew he would be up for a good challenge, were too high, two days prior to the Gala
notwithstanding his 96 years.
event at the Skyservice Business Aviation
FBO at Pearson Airport, George deemed
The planning started right away. George and
the conditions marginal but acceptable and
his good friend, Les Balla, local pilot and
phoned ATC to enlist their help and request a
sometime maintenance engineer on George’s
landing slot at YYZ. The flight itself was just
Chipmunk, started the careful process of reanother beautiful day at the office for him,
activating the aircraft after winter storage at
although he noted the mechanical turbulence
Brampton Airport.
during the low level, 15 minute flight was
A week prior to the planned date, George, Les quite severe and gave the Chipmunk airframe
and I pushed the machine out of its hangar and its pilot a good workout.
for its first engine run of the season. The DH
Gipsy started easily, had good oil pressure
but a small RPM drop on one magneto,
slightly out of limits and not up to its owner’s
high standards. A few days later, following
some careful tuning from Les’s skilled hands,
George declared the immaculate ‘Chippy’
fully serviceable and ready for flight.
When I thought about George’s impending
flight, I started to wonder if a record existed,
which occasioned some research on the web.
I discovered that Guinness World Records
recognized an American as the oldest, active
licenced pilot, even though he is one year
younger!
The GWR website is well organized
to promote record making of all kinds
of activities with a detailed application
document and a very rigorous process for
validating each attempt. The support of Rick
Radell, official photographer of The Hall,
was enlisted to supply and install a GoPro
camera on the centre windshield post of
the cockpit, to record George’s activity in
flight from takeoff to touchdown. Of course,
anybody who knows George was in no doubt
that safety pilot Les would not get his hands
on the controls of the ‘Chippy’, except in
the most dire and unlikely of circumstances.
After one aborted attempt when surface winds

George Neal, just arrived at Skyservice Hangar at
Pearson International Airport, June 2, 2015

but enthusiastic group of well-wishers and
admirers greeted George on arrival and hung
around while he filled out the aircraft log.
One could guess they were seeking group
shots and ‘selfies’ with the famous test pilot.

George Neal signs the aircraft log book

Tom Appleton holds the officially signed aircraft log
book while congratulating George Neal

CF-JAG was a big hit amongst the
distinguished aviation and space crowd at
the fancy CAHF dinner, at rest between a
Snowbird CL-41 Tutor and a Viking Turbo
Beaver amphibian, with a pristine 1937
Lockheed 12 on view across the hangar.
A few weeks later, after a thorough review of
the voluminous documentation, photos and
video, the coveted certificate arrived from
Guinness World Records in
London recognizing George
Neal as the oldest, active
licenced pilot. With a small
but enthusiastic support
team, it is a well-deserved
accolade for somebody
whose life has been devoted
to aviation in Canada.
Congratulations, George. We
look forward to watching
you celebrate your 100th
birthday in flying style!

The control tower staff was very helpful, and
had organized a ‘follow-me’ truck to lead
George through the maze of taxiways to the (George Neal was inducted a Member of
congested Skyservice ramp. An impromptu Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 1995.)

